Toolkit to Compute Time-Based Elixhauser Comorbidity Indices and Extension to Common Data Models
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Objectives: The time-dependent study of comorbidities provides insight into disease progression and trajectory. We hypothesize that understanding longitudinal disease characteristics can lead to more timely intervention and improve clinical outcomes. As a first step, we developed an efficient and easy-to-install toolkit, the Time-based Elixhauser Comorbidity Index (TECI), which pre-calculates time-based Elixhauser comorbidities and can be extended to common data models (CDMs).

Methods: A Structured Query Language (SQL)-based toolkit, TECI, was built to pre-calculate time-specific Elixhauser comorbidity indices using data from a clinical data repository (CDR). Then it was extended to the Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (I2B2) and Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) CDMs. Results: At the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS), the TECI toolkit was successfully installed to compute the indices from CDR data, and the scores were integrated into the I2B2 and OMOP CDMs. Comorbidity scores calculated by TECI were validated against: scores available in the 2015 quarter 1–3 Nationwide Readmissions Database (NRD) and scores calculated using the comorbidities using a previously validated algorithm on the 2015 quarter 4 NRD. Furthermore, TECI identified 18,846 UAMS patients that had changes in comorbidity scores over time (year 2013 to 2019). Comorbidities for a random sample of patients were independently reviewed, and in all cases, the results were found to be 100% accurate. Conclusions: TECI facilitates the study of comorbidities within a time-dependent context, allowing better understanding of disease associations and trajectories, which has the potential to improve clinical outcomes.
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I. Introduction

The management of medically complex individuals, those with multiple coexisting diseases known as comorbidities, is vital to the United States healthcare system due to the significant impact of comorbidities on health outcomes, clinical management, and increased healthcare costs [1]. The term comorbidity is defined as a pre-existing medical condition unrelated to the primary reason for a patient’s hospitalization, ideally excluding complications acquired during the hospital stay or later treatment [2,3]. Treating and managing comorbidities is challenging because one comorbidity may exacerbate another, thereby increasing care complexity. When providing care for such patients for the primary condition, a balanced treatment plan that includes comorbidity management should be devised [4]. Comorbidities impact the quality of life of patients and are often associated with increased rates of functional decline and mortality [5].

Two-thirds of Medicare spending is devoted to medically complex patients with four or more chronic conditions, with costs increasing exponentially as the number of comorbidities increases [6]. Those that develop more comorbidities over time have worse health outcomes, and the rise in comorbidities is an important predictor of high-risk events [7]. To determine the trajectory of a medical condition, it is important to identify time-related disease associations in population-based studies to define the temporal relationship of comorbidity development [8]. Time-based comorbidity network identification could potentially allow for interruption of these networks at key times and improve clinical outcomes by altering the trajectory of disease [9].

Patient comorbidities are generally quantified by using diagnosis-based indices or scores, such as the Elixhauser Comorbidity Index (ECI) and Charlson Comorbidity Index (CCI) [10,11]. The ECI includes 31 conditions, and it was originally developed to predict in-hospital mortality, hospital charges, and length of stay [11,12]. The ECI is based on the International Classification of Diseases, 9th and 10th Edition codes (ICD-9, ICD-10) and the Medicare Severity Diagnosis Related Groups (MS-DRGs) found in hospital administrative data [2]. Van Walraven et al. [13] condensed the ECIs of 21 conditions into a single numeric score, known as the Van Walraven (VW) score. Each comorbidity is assigned a weight between –7 and 12, and the VW score is then calculated as the sum of the weights. The VW score has been proven to predict high-risk events, such as hospital mortality [13].

In general, ECI and VW scores are not readily available within Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems because they are not used routinely in real-time clinical care. Generally, scoring systems are only applied in retrospective studies as a means to measure population severity of illness. As medicine moves into real-time decision support, having integrated scoring systems will allow for more robust discussions of risk with patients and for better outcome prediction [2].

Typically, study specific data are extracted from EHRs, and then indices are calculated using statistical software packages, such as SAS (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA), or Structured Query Language (SQL) tools developed by Epstein and Dexter [2]. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality’s (AHRQ) Healthcare Cost and Utilization Project (HCUP) provides ASCII text versions of the SAS software to compute ECIs [2,14]. The HCUP comorbidity tool calculates indices on hospital administrative databases, such as the National Inpatient Sample (NIS) and National Readmission Database (NRD), to perform longitudinal analyses [15]. However, the comorbidity tools provided by the HCUP [14] and Epstein and Dexter [2] calculate indices based on data available at a single time-point, not accounting for the rise in scores over time that may affect the outcome of interest [16-18]. Moreover, these tools are dependent on MS-DRG versions and can only be used to compute comorbidities in studies that are confined to one fiscal year.

To facilitate clinical and translational research, institutional data from EHRs and other related systems are often integrated into a common storage area, such as a clinical data repository (CDR) or clinical data warehouse (CDW). CDRs contain detailed, patient-centered information that can be used for retrospective analyses, cohort discovery, and providing data feeds to multi-institutional research data networks. The cornerstone of facilitating multi-site collaborations is to enhance data sharing, which is often achieved using common data models (CDMs). CDMs are used to standardize shared data by specifying the format, structure, and content to simplify exchange, pooling, or storage of data from multiple sources [19].

Within the last decade, several CDMs, such as the Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside (I2B2) and Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) models, have been collaboratively developed for multi-organization research [19]. Each of these models is an improvement from the wide variety of non-standard CDRs [20]. The OMOP CDM offers the highest domain coverage by representing and analyzing EHR data [19]. The I2B2 is the most widely adopted CDM due to the flexibility of representing non-standard and local data [20,21]. Extending CDMs to
accommodate ECIs will provide the ability to easily identify clinical comorbidities and complications in multi-site studies. To the best of our knowledge, not previous study has extended ECIs into CDMs. In addition, real-time availability of the indices in EHRs will aid clinicians in making evidence-based decisions by providing another measure for real-time risk stratification.

In this paper, we describe the development and validation of an ECI toolkit (TECI, time-based Elixhauser Comorbidity Index) for computing time-specific ECIs and VW scores. In addition, we propose a strategy to expand and integrate the comorbidity indices into the I2B2 and OMOP CDMs. The scores can be incorporated into Electronic Medical Records (EMRs) for real-time medical decision-making as shown in Figure 1. For quick implementation and distribution to the larger research community, we have made the TECI toolkit available through GitHub (https://github.com/UAMS-DBMI/TECI-Toolkit).

II. Methods

The Institutional Review Board (IRB) classified this study as exempt and approved this project. Patients data used were obtained under IRB approval (No. 260989) at the University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences (UAMS). Resources for this study was provided by the Arkansas Clinical Data Repository (AR-CDR) maintained by the Department of Biomedical Informatics in the College of Medicine at the UAMS.

We built the TECI toolkit to calculate time-based ECIs and VW scores, and extended its application to two commonly used CDMs in the AR-CDR. The AR-CDR was created in 2011 to fulfill organizational research needs. Two self-service cohort estimation tools, I2B2 and TriNetX (http://www.trinetx.com), were deployed shortly thereafter. The design of the toolkit was based on the AHRQ’s HCUP ECI software (SAS algorithm, v2020.1) [14] and the ECI algorithm (SQL code) developed by Epstein and Dexter [2]. Functionality was extended to compute time-based comorbidity scores.

The TECI algorithm is housed within the AR-CDR and is composed of two mechanisms: (1) one to setup and calculate ECIs using CDR data and (2) another to integrate ECIs into

Figure 1. Time-based Elixhauser Comorbidity Index (TECI) toolkit housed in the CDR calculates Elixhauser comorbidity indices (ECIs) and Van Walraven (VW) scores. The indices generated are extended to the I2B2 and OMOP CDMs and the EHR system, facilitating clinical and translational research. CDR: clinical data repository, I2B2: Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside, OMOP: Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership, CDM: common data model, EHR: Electronic Health Record.

Figure 2. Workflow representing TECI setup and usage within the clinical data repository (CDR). Upon installation, the first occurrences of comorbidities are identified against the entire CDR. Next, the algorithm calculates ECIs and Van Walraven (VW) scores to be used in CDMs and date-specific studies. TECI: time-based Elixhauser Comorbidity Index, ECI: Elixhauser Comorbidity Index, CDM: common data model, I2B2: Informatics for Integrating Biology and the Bedside, OMOP: Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership.
CDMs to facilitate the use of these indices as shown in Figure 2.

1. TECI Setup and Algorithm

1) TECI toolkit setup
Initially, the TECI toolkit creates database objects that will be used to calculate and store ECIs within the CDR. The objects created by the toolkit include (1) source tables to receive patients diagnoses and MS-DRGs records, (2) mapping tables that will hold MS-DRGs and diagnosis codes associated with each comorbidity, and (3) the output table to store computed ECIs and VW scores. For a detailed list of the objects refer to Supplementary A.

TECI populates the mapping tables with ICD-9, ICD-10, and MS-DRG codes corresponding to the ECIs [22]. As MS-DRGs are updated annually, the validity of each MS-DRG code is considered while the comorbidities score is computed. Currently, TECI supports MS-DRG versions 25 to 37. For future MS-DRG releases, mapping tables should be updated (refer to Supplementary B).

2) Identify first occurrence of comorbidities
The process for identifying the initial occurrences of comorbidities begins by receiving the first instance of a patient's diagnosis code(s) and/or MS-DRG(s) using the mapping tables. To help streamline the process, patient records received should adhere to the specifications outlined in Table 1. Based on the received data, the comorbidities identified for all CDR patients are stored in a staging table, "teci_stg_patient_comorb".

3) ECIs and VW scores algorithm
The process utilizes the patient's first occurrence of Elixhauser comorbidities stored in the staging table (teci_stg_patient_comorb) to calculate and store time-specific ECIs and VW scores in the output table "teci_eci_vw_scores". The process of identifying the first occurrence of comorbidities and then computing indices has a two-fold advantage: (1) the scores can be calculated on an entire CDR patient-set, which can feed EHRs and CDMs to facilitate near real-time patient treatment and multi-site collaborative research, and (2) the scores can also be calculated on-demand for date-specific studies.

2. Extension of ECIs and VW Scores to CDMs
The ECIs and VW scores calculated using the CDR dataset can be leveraged to CDMs. The TECI toolkit offers scripts to integrate the calculated indices into I2B2 and OMOP (refer to script in Supplementary C).

1) I2B2 extension
TECI's I2B2 script adds a new column “vw_score” to the patient_dimension table for storing the patient's VW score [23]. The VW score will be calculated as of the date when the...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Required</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>patient_id</td>
<td>Unique patient identifier</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>PID123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>code</td>
<td>ICD-9, ICD-10 or MS-DRG</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>V201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>code_type</td>
<td>ICD or MS-DRG</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>ICD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>primary_sec_type</td>
<td>Primary or Secondary diagnosis. For MS-DRG, label as primary</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Secondary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first_disease_date</td>
<td>Date of first occurrence of diagnosis/MS-DRG</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>01-01-2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

MS-DRG: Medicare Severity Diagnosis Related Group, ICD: International Classification of Diseases.
CDR data was loaded into I2B2 (also referred to as the I2B2 refresh date). Table 2 shows a modified patient dimension table to accommodate VW scores.

The patient's comorbidities that are stored in the staging table (teci_stg_patient_comorb) are transformed and represented as rows in I2B2's observation fact table [23]. Each row includes seven elements that together form a composite primary key of the fact table as shown in Table 3. To differentiate between primary and secondary comorbidities, "modifier_cd" column values are labeled as "1" and "2", respectively. The TECI toolkit offers a taxonomy to query ECIs and VW scores (refer to Supplementary D).

2) OMOP extension

The measurement table within the OMOP v6.1 CDM contains both orders placed for and results of a patient's examination(s) [24]. TECI stores ECIs and VW scores in the measurement table because this table is designed to store CCIs [25]. The first occurrence of a patient's comorbidities computed by TECI are transformed and represented as a row in I2B2's observation fact table [23]. Each row includes seven elements that together form a composite primary key of the fact table as shown in Table 3. To differentiate between primary and secondary comorbidities, "modifier_cd" column values are labeled as "1" and "2", respectively. The TECI toolkit offers a taxonomy to query ECIs and VW scores (refer to Supplementary D).

### III. Results

The TECI toolkit was validated by a 3-step approach as shown in Table 5. First, we compared the comorbidity scores computed by TECI (using 2015 quarter 1 [Q1]–quarter 3 [Q3] NRD data that has ICD-9 codes) to the readily available scores in the NRD, which were computed using HCUP's comorbidity tool [27]. Because TECI computes patient-level comorbidity scores and the HCUP software computes them on hospital admissions, for validation, we excluded patients that had multiple admissions, resulting in 7,964,177 admission records. For the selected admission records, comorbidity scores were calculated using TECI and compared to those of NRD, for which we found the accuracy to be 100%.

Second, we compared the comorbidity scores calculated by TECI to those computed by the SQL algorithm by Epstein and Dexter [2] using 2015 quarter 4 (Q4) NRD data that includes ICD-10 codes [28]. Again, patients having multiple admission records were excluded, resulting in 1,243,644 total admissions. We computed ECIs and VW scores on the selected dataset using the algorithm developed by Epstein and Dexter [2]. A similar calculation was done by TECI using HCUP v3.7 DRGs and ICD diagnosis codes, the same codes used by Epstein and Dexter [2]. The output from both methods were compared, and the measured accuracy was 100%.

Finally, to validate overtime changes in the comorbidity scores identified by TECI, we first calculated UAMS patients' ECI between 2013 and 2016, and then for the same pa-
tients, the ECI from 2017 to 2019 was computed. We found that 18,846 patients had overtime changes in comorbidity scores from year 2013 to 2019. To confirm the changes in the scores, a random sample of 200 patients was manually reviewed by clinician (KS) and informaticists (MS, AS, KG, and SS); we found our software to be 100% accurate.

IV. Discussion

This paper described the development and validation of the TECI toolkit that pre-calculates time-based comorbidities on CDR data with high efficiency. TECI integrates comorbidity scores into CDRs and can be readily queried without having to deal with the complexity behind the score calculation. This reduces the time it takes to fulfill a data request by avoiding tedious computations for every single study. From July 2017 to June 2018, 40 research data requests that asked for ECIs were fulfilled by AR-CDR. Since the implementation of the TECI toolkit, the turnaround time for requests was reduced by an average of 6.5 hours per request.

Time is a crucial parameter in the assessment of comorbidities in population-based studies, as time identifies the rapidity with which more complex disease patterns evolve [8]. Increasing numbers of comorbidities is an important predictor of high-risk events, including mortality [7,8]. Current data is lacking, however, on the timing of comorbid illness development and the time to a high-risk event like mortality. This is potentially one of the driving forces behind over 25% of Medicare spending occurring within 1 year of death [29]. TECI identified 18,846 UAMS patients that had changes in comorbidity scores over time (year 2013 to 2019). Such findings cannot be easily achieved using HCUP SAS comorbidity software [14] nor using the SQL code from Epstein and Dexter [2]. Furthermore, based on physician’s feedback, our future development aims to provide these scores in the EHR.

For multi-organization research, CDMs are often used when there is a need to exchange or share a set of data. Integrating comorbidities into CDMs will provide better understanding of comorbidities and their assessment within clinical, epidemiological, and economic contexts. Multi-site comparisons of such assessments are of major interest to improve disease management and reduce associated healthcare costs [8]. TECI enables the expansion of I2B2 and OMOP by integrating ECIs and VW scores for collaborative research. Risk adjustment is the foundation of medical decision-making, and incorporating TECI data into the EMR will provide clinicians a time-relevant snapshot of the disease complexity of the patient, including recent worsening of health status.

This would enhance medical decision making for complex medical patients and facilitate improved outcomes.

In general, CDMs are used for data sharing in multi-site studies, and comorbidity scores (ECIs and VW) can be computed using data from CDMs. However, we choose to compute the scores on CDRs and then extend the score to CDMs for two reasons: (1) CDRs are commonly used to fulfill research data requests, and (2) CDMs typically hold subsets of data for specific data needs [19].

A limitation of our toolkit is that it does not account for a patient’s problem list while calculating the comorbidities score. The decision to exclude problem list data was made due to the unreliable nature of the data because problem lists captured in most healthcare systems are frequently inaccurate and out-of-date, and their use varies widely across providers [30]. However, if problem lists are accurate, TECI can incorporate them as secondary diagnoses for score calculations. Another limitation was that, for the OMOP extension, ECIs and VW scores were not mapped to standard vocabularies and were instead stored as non-standard measurements due to the complexity of building vocabularies.

In research and care quality management, comorbidity trajectory is a vital predictor of a patient’s health condition. The TECI toolkit calculates ECIs and VW scores on large data repositories, enabling the identification of longitudinal changes in comorbidities, and it can expand scores to CDMs for multi-site collaborative research. To the best of our knowledge, this is first toolkit that calculates time-specific ECIs and VW scores. TECI also has the potential to feed EHRs for near real-time patient care.
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